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Introduction
Going from a unidirectional value chain....

Source: EDF



Introduction
... to a smart grid system based on Distributed Energy Resources

SUSTAINABILITY

DECENTRALIZATION DIGITIZATION

BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

RES proportion of power generation (10 years to 2014)
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as: (i) Integration of large scale RES, (ii) Integration of DG and storage, (iii) Demand side 

management, (iv) Smart network management, (v) E-Mobility and (vi) other projects. Gangale et al. 

(2017) find that the dimensions related to DG are actually the ones attracting more (private and 

public) investment: Investment in projects related to Smart Network Management reach 1.600 

million Euros (with almost 1.000 million Euros representing private investment); Demand-Side 

Management projects represent total investments of more than 1.200 million Euros, whereas total 

investment in the DG and Storage is over 1.000 million Euros). Total investment in e-Mobility 

projects reach 600 million Euros and the integration of large scale RES only mobilizes total 

investments representing less than 200 million Euros. These huge European investments in several 

DG domains are the reflex of an overall institutional framework favoring the transition to a low 

carbon energy sector, in which DG plays a key role given its greater environmental sustainability 

both at the demand-side and the supply-side level. The following figure illustrates how both energy 

efficiency (demand side) and the use of renewable energy (supply side) are expected to contribute 

significantly to an effective reduction of CO 2 emissions from energy (Gt/year). 

Figure 1. Expected pathways to reduction in CO2 emissions from energy 

 

Source: IRENA (2017) 

On the demand side, smart grids allow for a much more effective demand-response, increasing the 

energy efficiency performance of the overall system. The developments on metering, controlling 

and digital communication allow consumers to monitor much closer their energy consumption, 

allow firms to implement dynamic pricing schemes and allow consumers to respond to such price 

signals much faster (even in real-time), making them more effective.1 According to Accenture 

                                                
1 Eurelectric (2015) estimates that “accelerated innovation in power supply technologies and business models for 
energy efficiency could be worth €70 billion to the EU economy by 2030. Additional benefits are also expected in terms 
of energy security, lowering of system costs, and enhancing consumer satisfaction.” 

Expected pathways to reduction in CO2 emissions  from energy 

Source: IRENA (2017)



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

Source: NREL (2016)

Potential rooftop PV annual generation from all buildings
(% of state total 2013 electricity sales) 

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players

Reduction in LCOE + Easier Grid Parity



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

Source: GTM Research

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players

Source: The Economist



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

u Digital Grid Management+ Smart Meeters =  
Unprecedented sets of Real Time Data

u Shift in the operative management 
paradigm:

u Easier/ Faster detection of system flaws 
& faster corrections (Self-repairing 
systems)

u Reduction in technical losses

u Huge investments are needed to build 
the smart grid

u Need for more coordination between 
TSO & DSO)

u Shift in the key resources (human 
capital, data management, 
cybersecurity)

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

u New business lines

u System reliability services

u Energy efficiency services

u Big Data & Internet of 
Things – New business 
Models

Source: McKinsey

Big data: ease of capture and potential value
New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

Source: Bain & Company

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

Source: McKinsey

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ Digital

§ New business players

u Utilities’ profit from digital potential 

u Smart meters and the smart grid, 

u Digital productivity tools for employees, 

u Automation of back-office processes.



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Recent trends 

New Electricity Paradigm

§ More Sustainable (RES)

§ More efficient (e.g. 
DSM)

§ Decentralized

§ Digital

§ Storage

§ Electric Mobility

§ New business players

Source: GreenTechMedia



Electricity markets
Current Challenges (The European case)

Price-effect of an increase of the electricity generation using wind. 
Source: Vine and Juliani (2014).

Electricity generation and demand during a typical winter week in Italy. 
Source: Steinke et al. (2013).

u Increasing weight of RES => Investment and supply security



Electricity markets
Current Challenges (The European case) 

The entrance of RES in the market

u Lower prices (low marginal cost)

u Increased price volatility (intermittency of
RES production)

u Gap energy cost & market price (especially
under special regime pricing mechanisms)

Market price is not a good
investment signal

Higher risk => + Return is needed

Reduction in average prices=>
Lower investment return

Capacity Expansion
&
Supply Security



u Some of these questions could be solved by adapting the market design

“In Europe, you compete every minute, 15 minutes or hour to 
sell a certain volume. In Brazil, you compete to deliver 20/30 
years of energy at a defined price”

In Energy Post
http://energypost.eu/europes-energy-investment-crisis-eu-energy-market-needs-makeover/

CompetitionIN the market FOR the 
market

Portugal Brazil

Electricity markets
Current Challenges (The European case) 



u Capacity markets? Auctioning mechanisms? Regulatory pricing mechanisms to guarantee
power availability and investment? 

Capacity remuneration mechanisms/ Capacity markets

Trade-off :

§ Investment incentives vs

§ Market distortions

§ Changes investment priorities
§ Environmental externalities;
§ Competition distortions (national and international) 

Electricity markets
Current Challenges (The European case) 



Electricity markets
Future challenges

BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION

u Existing problems will be considerably exacerbated by new 
trends in the electricity sector :

u Strong Intermittency challenges (Decentralized and 
Intermittent sources, e.g. PV)

u Many more players (very heterogeneous and much 
smaller - PROSUMER)

u Demand Side Management & Storage (Positive effects on 
grid congestion)

u Digitization & Big Data 

u Information management gains

u Sophisticated pricing schemes (more cost-effective with 
efficiency gains)

u Price regulation under real time pricing? 

• Towards a service-based paradigm

• The Utilities’ Circulation Death Sprial



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Business Model Innovation

u Innovative funding solutions: customer-centric BM, third-party, solar community

u The strong change in the product’s characteristics and the market structure (both on the supply & the 
demand side) calls for MARKET DESIGN INNOVATION

Demand Response and EMS (I) Storage (II) PV Solar (III) 
EMS Providers End-user optimization Technology manufacturing 

Utility-based capacity and Reserve 
DR 

End-user and system co-optimization Solar-plus-storage (“virtual power 
plant)” end-user optimization 

Market-based Capacity and Reserve 
DR 

Network services Solar-plus-storage (“virtual power 
plant)” end-user and system co-

optimization 
 Pure-play software and technology 

developers 
Utility scale PV financiers and 

integrators 
  Distributed PV financiers and 

integrators 

Source: Own elaboration based on Burger and Luke (2016, 2017) 

u Business Model Innovation (New value proposition) => Towards a service-based paradigm



Recent trends and Business Model Innovation
Business Model Innovation



Regulatory challenges
Utilities’ Death Spiral

u Distributed Generation may threaten the utilities’ conventional business model – “Death spiral" 

Decentralized 
Generation 

(DG)

Reduction 
in utilities' 

demand

Negative 
effect on 
revenues

Upward 
pressure 
on tariffs

Grid parity 
more 

favorable 
to DG

Utilities’
Death
Spiral

& 
Cross-
Subsidy

YET...

u Utilities’ activity is increasingly challenging:

u Huge investment needs

u Integration of DG production in the grid

u Uncertain decentralized production & 
intermittent RES

u Coordination among many heterogeneous agents

u Grids’ reliability & resilience

u Facilitate coordination among many new 
heterogeneous problems



Regulatory challenges
Balancing Solar PV incentives & Utilities financial viability 

 25 

biggest regulatory concern of utilities’ managers in the short-medium time horizon. Managers are also 

worried (to a slightly less extent) with the regulatory specification of the utilities’ role regarding the 

permission and authorization of distributed energy, the deployment of innovative technologies in the 

network and the use of demand response to optimize the network/ manage constraints (regarding the last 

point, it is worth noting that 19% of the managers actually consider that this issue is already being 

tackled). Other concerns expressed by the utility managers include: the need for mandates to invest in 

generated distribution and storage (although 41% of the interviewed sample considers this is not a 

relevant issue for regulatory changes in the next 10 years); locational pricing for new DG; the 

application of operational controls on third-party distributed energy and storage; and the implementation 

of an outcome-based / competitive revenue model (again 41% of the interviewed managers does not see 

room for regulatory change in this point, at least in the coming years). 

Figure 12. Necessary regulatory challenges in the next 10 years according to utilities’ managers 

 

Source: Accenture (2016) 

 

As already mentioned the most striking result of Accenture (2016) is the utilities’ managers concerns 

with the regulatory changes needed on the grounds of new tariff/ pricing models. In this respect, (at 

least) two very important dimensions need to be considered: the tariff structure (which directly affects 

the utilities’ revenues) and the DG pricing incentives (which affect the grid parity and the relative 

profitability of DG investments, which are shifting demand from traditional utilities to the mini and 

micro-generation projects). We will now turn our attention to the analysis of each of these dimensions. 
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of demand response
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As this move gains momentum, the focus 
on demand response as an economic driver 
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continue to increase. It is no coincidence 
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models and mandates to use demand 
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Grid research shows (see Figure 3).
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New 
tariff/pricing 

model

No Yes

Base: All respondents. 
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35% 34%

41%

84%
66% 64%

57%

56%

56% 55% 44%

7%
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2%

19%
9% 11% 15%

Already in place

Greater role for the 
distribution business 
in the permitting and 

authorization of 
distributed energy 

resource connections

Incentives for 
the deployment 
of innovative 

technologies in 
the network

Mandate to 
invest in 

distributed 
generation and/or 

storage to be 
used for network 

optimization

Mandate to use  
demand 

response to 
optimize the 

network/manag
e constraints

Locational 
pricing for new 

distributed 
generation 

(medium- or 
low-voltage 
connection)

Mandate to apply 
operational 
controls on 
third-party 
distributed 

generation and/or 
storage

The 
implementation 

of an 
outcome-based/ 

competitive 
revenue model

4PVSDF��"DDFOUVSFŃT�Digitally Enabled Grid�SFTFBSDI�QSPHSBN������FYFDVUJWF�TVSWFZ�
Source: Accenture (2016)

Necessary regulatory challenges in the next 10 years according to utilities’ managers: 

Utilities’ major concern 
in the short-run - Tariff 
& pricing tools 

1. Re-designing 
conventional tools

2. Market Design 
Innovation



Regulatory challenges
Redesigning conventional tools: tariff structure

1. Tariff structure

u Towards non-linear pricing schemes:

u Change the current (mostly) volumetric system

u Cost-reflective system (that accounts for the different costs imposed 
on the network by different profiles of users)… the case of telecoms?



Regulatory challenges
Redesigning conventional tools: tariff structure

1. Tariff structure

u Dynamic tariffs (ERSE’s pilot project)

u Critical peak pricing

u Critical  peak rebate

u Real time pricing…

u Cost-effectiveness

u Complexity of the tariff design process

u Sophisticated metering/ communication systems

u Sophisticated and Tech-savvy consumers

u Social impact

Novo Paradigma Operativo no Setor Elétrico 
Eficiência Energética 

Fonte: EIA (2017) 

Fonte: Environmental Defense Fund (blog) Source: Environmental Defense Fund (blog)



Regulatory challenges
Redesigning conventional tools: new market design

2. Design 
appropriate 
incentives for DG 
investments

DG
Incentives

Regulation 
tools

Energy 
National 
Policy

Socio-
economic 
benefits

Access to 
credit 

Fiscal 
incentives

Grid Access

Source: Own elaboration based on IRENA (2017), Overview of the types of 
renewable energy policies and measures adopted



Regulatory challenges
Redesigning conventional tools: new market design

2. Create 
appropriate 
(market) 
mechanisms to 
remunerate DG

u Feed-in tariffs?

u Net Metering?

u Net Billing?

u Wholesale market price?  



Regulatory challenges
Redesigning conventional tools: new market design

Source: Dethlefs, Preisler, Renz (2015)



Conclusion

u Electricity markets are already suffering deep challenges

u The most visible face is the entry of RES (lower expected prices+higher volalility)

u Discussions on New Market Design => Capacity investment & Supply Security

u New electricity paradigm: more sustainable, more decentralized, digital, storage, demand-side 
response, electric mobility, …

u Key changes in product(s) characteristics => Towards a service-based paradigm (third-party models, 
prosumers, community solar, energy management systems, batteries, EV,…

u Deep change in the market structure (Demand & Supply)

u Demand side management

u From the Vertically Integrated Utility to a market with many heterogeneous players (often rather small – e.g. prosumer, 
energy efficiency consulting & other economic giants intersecting other activity areas – ICT, Internet Giants, Automotive 
Sector, Electronics….

u Regulation and an appropriate Market Design is key to address current challenges and promote a smooth 
transition to the new electricity paradigm.
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